
F-CY-JZ flexible, Cu-screened, EMC-preferred type, meter marking
 

 

PropertiesCable structureTechnical data
Bare copper-conductor, to
DIN VDE 0295 cl.5, fine-wire,
BS 6360 cl.5, IEC 60228 cl.5

Special-PVC control cable adapted
to DIN VDE 0285-525-2-51/
DIN EN 50525-2-51

Extensively oil resistant,
oil-/chemical resistance
see table Technical Informations
The materials used in manufacture are
cadmium-free and contain no silicone
and free from substances harmful to
the wetting properties of lacquers

Temperature range
flexing -10°C to +80°C
fixed installation -40°C to +80°C

Core insulation of special PVC
compound type Z 7225
Core identification to DIN VDE 0293
black cores with continuous white
numbering

Nominal voltage U0/U 300/500 V
TestsTest voltage

core/core 4000 V
core/screen 2000 V

GN-YE conductor, 3 cores and above
in the outer layer

PVC self-extinguishing and flame retardant
acc. to DIN VDE 0482-332-1-2,
DIN EN 60332-1-2, IEC 60332-1 (equivalent
DIN VDE 0472 part 804 test method B)

Cores stranded in layers with
optimal lay-length

Breakdown voltage min. 8000 V
Insulation resistance
min. 20 MOhm x km Foil separator  

NoteTinned copper braided screening,
approx. 85% coverage

Mutual capacitance
acc. to different cross-sections
0,5 up to 2,5 mm²:
core/core approx. 150 nF/km
core/screen approx. 270 nF/km

G = with green-yellow conductor
x = without green-yellow conductor (OZ)Outer sheath of special PVC

compound type TM2 to
DIN VDE 0207-363-4-1/DIN EN 50363-4-1

Please note the cleanroom qualification
when ordering. For more information,
see introduction.Sheath colour grey (RAL 7001)Coupling resistance

max. 250 Ohm/km With meter marking AWG sizes are approximate equivalent
values. The actual cross-section is in mm².Minimum bending radius

flexing 10x cable Ø
fixed installation 5x cable Ø

unscreened analogue type:
JZ-500, confer page 30

Radiation resistance
up to 80x106 cJ/kg (up to 80 Mrad)

 

Application
For use as a data cable in control circuits, in tool-making and machine industries as well as a signal cable in computer systems and electronics. The
more usual PVC inner sheath has been replaced in these cables by a stabilising foil separator, thus reducing the total diameter of the cables considerably
and thereby reducing the bending radius, total weight etc. The high covering percentage of the copper screening offers interference-free signal transfer
etc. The dense screening assures disturbance-free transmission of all signals and impulses. An ideal disturbance-free control cable for the above
application.
EMC = Electromagnetic compatibillity
To optimize the EMC features we recommend a large round contact of the copper braiding on both ends.

= The product is conformed with the EC Low-Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC.
 

 

  
AWG-No.Weight

approx.
kg / km

Cop.
weight
kg / km

Outer Ø
approx. mm

No.cores x
cross-sec.
mm²

Part no. AWG-No.Weight
approx.
kg / km

Cop.
weight
kg / km

Outer Ø
approx. mm

No.cores x
cross-sec.
mm²

Part no.

2045,035,05,72 x 0,516320 20250,0188,012,321 G 0,516333
20300,0235,013,624 G 0,5163342055,042,05,93 G 0,516321

2061,047,06,44 G 0,516322 20314,0240,013,725 G 0,516335
20360,0295,014,430 G 0,5163362074,056,06,95 G 0,516323

2089,067,07,66 G 0,516324 20425,0301,014,932 G 0,516337
20433,0312,015,634 G 0,5161652098,069,07,67 G 0,516325

20117,080,08,18 G 0,516326 20446,0318,015,636 G 0,516338
20475,0343,016,440 G 0,51633920135,094,09,610 G 0,516327

20157,0108,09,712 G 0,516328 20486,0348,016,541 G 0,516490
20573,0406,018,550 G 0,51634020190,0116,010,214 G 0,516329

20210,0129,011,016 G 0,516330 20653,0508,019,761 G 0,516341
20784,0680,022,680 G 0,51634220217,0145,011,518 G 0,516331

20240,0172,012,320 G 0,516332 20995,0804,024,9100 G 0,516343
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